Ⅰ. Introduction
One of the critical issues in ubiquitous computing services is scalability, because such services must be accessible to distributed heterogeneous sensors through sensory network and then process in a real time manner to provide users with unobtrusive and timely service. The scalability issue in ubiquitous computing services comes from three aspects: agile context data processing, wireless and remote data transmission and variety of data types. First, within the allowed elapsed time requested from the applications, the acquired data must be used for the response. Unless the response happens before the expected time of response, the value of context data will be dramatically declined. Second, remote context data transmission becomes more important as the ubiquitous service zone is physically or logically larger. The sensors are unlikely to be in a vicinity of computer resources to make use of the sensor data such as RFID based systems. To avoid this, various types of context data can be collected from the sensors and personal resource repository at the time of the event that the customer approaches to the shopping mall.
Context data even can be combined or filtered if necessary. To provide the customer with ads just-in-time by a device which is currently available and usable in terms of vicinity, the customer's next location at the time when an ad is selected and delivered to the device.
Moreover, ads provision method is also (Kang et al, 2011) . Problem of assigning multiple finite resources to sensor data processing is considered because the nature of assignment method significantly affects queuing time. 
Ⅱ. Related Work
In this section, conventional concept and notion of sensor data processing are described to define the computation of queuing time in the scope of real-time ubiquitous computing environment as in previous work (Kang et al., 2011 (Bumbalek et al, 2010; Schurgers et al., 2002) .
Furthermore, the waiting time potentially causes service loss if the serviceable time is longer than the service request.
The processing time of each sensor data in each phase could be estimated with the quantity of data and forecasted loading. The data quantity can be regarded as the amount of data in queue, the transition of the amount and the slope of the transition. Even though the load of the ubiquitous middleware can be forecasted with several methods, the forecasting is beyond the scope of this paper.
The minimum time taken for i-th sensor data
Si to be processed from P1 to Pk can be defined as following;
If S j ∈succ(S i ) is true, then the time for S j should wait for Si being processed at k-th phase Pk is represented as Tij(k). Tj(0) is assumed to be 0 for the computation.
When this formula are applied to whole phases, the waiting time when sensor data Sj should wait for its all former sensor data, can The waiting time d j can be rewritten using the following two conditions: 
Definition 1. Processing list
Given an arrival list of sensor data, the waiting time of each sensor data could be computed. A processing list is generated from the waiting time of all sensor data. The processing list <X1, X2, … ,Xm> satisfies the following two conditions;
Algorithm 1 was proposed for the generation of the processing list (Kang et al., 2011) . This scheme could be applied to the real-time ubiquitous computing environment when one resource is available for each phase. 
where Ti(0) = 0 for 1≤k≤n -If Sj is the former sensor data, Si should wait during T ji (k).
The condition means that two sensor data Si, Sj should be processed on the phase Pk and share same resource of the phase. In this circumstance, these sensor data should be processed sequentially. Among those, the former one is eligible to be processed prior to the other one and the successive one of them should wait for its former one if it does not have higher priority. The waiting time of the successive sensor data can be computed using rule 1.
Rule 2. Passing Rule
Condition: (tik ≠ 0 and tjk ≠ 0) and fij(Pk) = true and (Tij(k) < 0 or Tji(k) < 0) for 1≤k≤n -If T ij (k) ≤ 0 and S i is the former sensor data, Sj does not need to wait and could pass Si at k-th phase Pk.
-If T ji (k) ≤ 0 and S j is the former sensor data, Si does not need to wait and could pass Sj at k-th phase Pk.
The condition says that at k-th phase P k , two sensor data should be processed on same resource but at (k-1)-th phase, the former one is processed and the successive one does not need to be processed at the same phase. Therefore the successive one is eligible to be processed at the k-th phase prior to the former one. This method considers total processing time of all sensor data which would be processed at the resource. When a set of sensor data arrives and queues, this method selects the resource whose total processing time is minimum for the sensor data. Let's illustrate this method with an example. Like the sequential assignment, our assumption is as follows; there are three available resources for k-th phase P k and 9 sensor data on the queue (Gk = <S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9>). We need one more assumption about processing time, so < t 1k , t 2k , t 3k , t 4k , t 5k , t 6k , t 7k , t 8k , t 9k > = <100, 300, 100, 400, 100, 100, 200, 400, 200> is assumed. The first resource is allocated to <S 1 , S 4 , S 9 >, the second resource is allocated to <S2, S7 > and the last resource would process <S3, S5, S6, S8>. This method uses the relations between two sensor data, which say if they could be processed independently. The relations could be defined between two sensor data as following.
Definition 2.
S1 << S2 : If S1, S2 are processed in order without any waiting time, S1 could proceed and finish on all phases before S 2 . S1 <> S2 : If S1, S2 start in order, S2 would pass it on some phases. S 1 || S 2 : Without waiting time, they would meet at some phases and could not be processed in parallel.
This method divides the set G to several groups using the relations and assigns one resource to one group. If two sensor data S1, S 2 satisfy S 1 << S 2 or S 1 <> S 2 , they could belong to same group because they could be processed in parallel. However, when S1 || S2 
End If 
Ⅳ. Experiments
For the experiments, we have implemented It is supposed that the expected processing time of every sensor data can be forecasted for this experiment. Table 2 same data set is used for the experiment (Kang and Kwon, 2011) .
Under the real-time ubiquitous environment where single resource is allocated to each phase, the queuing time of each sensor data is shown in Table 3 as an experimental result. The total waiting time of the table is the sum of waiting time of all sensor data and would be used for comparison.
Then an experiment is conducted to show how the waiting time is affected as the number of resources changes for all phases. In this experiment, it is assumed that every phase has the same number of resources. It is further research topic to differentiate the number of resources among each phase. The sequential assignment is used to distribute multiple resources to the sensor data on the queue. Table   4 shows that the waiting time of sensor data when multiple resources are sequentially allocated. The number of resources is changed from two to six. When the number is six and more, all sensor data can be processed independently.
When comparing the results in Table 3 with Table 4 In order to solve that problem, in section 3, we described two assignment methods named method 2 and method 3. Method 2 is that the resource with minimum total processing time is given to a sensor data first. This method makes all resources subequal processing time. Table 5 shows the experimental result of that method.
If the result of Table 3 is compared with Table 5 , it is found that the total waiting time decreases greatly as the number of resources increase like the comparison of Table 3 and   Table 4 . On the comparison of experimental results of Table 4 and Table 5 , the total processing time of Table 5 is less than the time of Table 4 . This result implies that if the resources would be allocated considering their total processing time, the total waiting time is less. Furthermore, as shown in Table 5 , we could find more rarely the cases that the waiting
The number of resources S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 Total processing time 
Ⅴ. Conclusion
Ubiquitous computing systems are requested to collect numerous sensor data called as context, generate higher level information from the sensor data, and respond adequately to the environment in a timely manner. Since the volume of sensor data is in general very huge due to the frequent sensing for providing better services, the imported sensor data are frequently stored in queue when the resources are busy in processing the former sensor data, rather than assigned to a computer resource instantly. Since the processing phases are independent of each other, resources other than being assigned can be available for the next sensor data. Former studies aimed to compute the queuing time for the next sensor data. However, they suffer from a drawback on the assumption that only one resource can process the sensor data at each phase, which is not free from the scalability concern. This lead those to assume a small scale ubiquitous space with moderate amount of sensor data to be processed, which no longer works in a real setting such as U-City services (Kim and Nam, 2010) .
Hence, the proposed method can be applied to wider range of ubiquitous services which need real-time processing. In particular, real-time multiple agent scheduling problem can be coped with the proposed method (Garvey and Lesser, 1993 (Kang and Kwon, 2011) , in calculating the queuing time of the sensor data in stack. Second, assuming the multiple resources, the processing priority is determined only by the coming event.
Third, load balancing is considered to assign the multiple resources to the sensor data which are arrived in the resources at a different time. Last, the relations between sensor data is used for making sets of sensor data processed on same resource. As a result, when we increase the number of the resources, we could observe more than double performance. Increasing the resources gains more performance than expected.
In this paper, we assumed that the same amount of resources is assigned at each phase.
This might not applicable to the realistic u-services simply because we have to allow a variety of devices. The number of resources and resource overload should be considered in the future. Also, it was supposed that the processing time of every sensor data can be forecasted.
Scheduling with the stochastic processing time is another further research topic.
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